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Abstract
Performance of wireless communications systems can be significantly improved
by means of multiple antennas at communicating terminals. However, due to lim-
itation of the physical size and the cost, employing large number of antennas at
communicating terminals becomes infeasible. As a remedy, cooperative communi-
cation was proposed where different users share their antennas and thus cooperate
for the source-to-destination communication. It is desirable to maximise receiver
quality-of-service (QoS) in terms of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and also to min-
imise the cost of transmission in terms of power. Transmit power of relays and
received SNR are major concerns in designing such a communication network
and significant literature focusses on minimisation of the total transmit power of
relays subject to received SNR or maximisation of the received SNR at the desti-
nation subject to total transmit power of relays. However, most of these previous
studies consider either single antenna relays or Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
(MIMO) relays. Though the MIMO relays give better performance over single
antenna relays, their hardware configuration is much more complex because each
antenna requires a separate receiver/transmitter module. Smart antenna systems
can also improve the performance with only much simpler hardware, as they re-
quire only a single receiver/transmitter module. Furthermore, above mentioned
optimisations are often investigated separately and trade-off between those two
optimisations is not fully explored.
Geographically separated relays can cooperatively adjust their amplitude and
viii
phase excitations and these excitations are calculated by optimising the perfor-
mance of wireless communication. An array’s radiation pattern can be continu-
ously steered by adaptively changing the phase excitation of the antenna array
without additional power in mobile communication. Conventional approach to
shape the beam is to maximise the field intensity at the destination. However, in
this research study maximising directivity is investigated for circular and linear
arrays, and it is shown that directivity maximisation outperforms the field inten-
sity maximisation to save power. Hence, directivity maximisation is incorporated
with distributed beamforming to analyse the performance improvement of the
communication.
In addition to power minimisation in receive and transmit beamforming processes,
directivity from each relay to the source and the destination is maximised. For
the transmit beamforming, the complex beamforming weight of each relay is
then calculated to minimise the total transmit power of relays, while maintaining
SNR at the destination above a predefined threshold. We also calculated the total
power gain achieved with the smart antenna system and compared it to the single
antenna relays case with distributed beamforming. Results show that the total
power gain which exceeds the sum of the smart antenna gains can be achieved
for high levels of the SNR thresholds at the destination.
Next, a comparison of relay power minimisation subject to received SNR at the
destination and SNR maximisation subject to the total transmit power of relays
for a typical wireless network with distributed beamforming is considered. In this
research study, it is shown that SNR maximisation subject to power constraint
and power minimisation subject to SNR constraint yield the same result for a
typical wireless network. It is concluded that either one of the optimisation
approaches is sufficient to simultaneously minimise the transmit power at the
relays and to maximise the SNR at the destination.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
Telecommunication has become an indispensable part of everyday life, improv-
ing rapidly. Owing to the advancement from wired communication to wireless
communication, mobility has become more prominent and prompt communica-
tion to the destination was made available. To further improve the quality of
communication, various techniques are being introduced. However, interference
among communication channels, noise at the communicating nodes and scarce
radio resources hinder the quality of the communication. Increase in the number
of users with limited resources requires optimal usage of resources such as power,
bandwidth and cost while maintaining the quality of the communication above a
predefined threshold.
Wireless communication is significantly improved by means of multiple anten-
nas at communicating nodes called antenna array. It was demonstrated that
multi-element antenna arrays achieve superior performance compared to a single-
element antenna[1–3]. By appropriately changing amplitude and phase excita-
tions of each antenna in an array, a beam can be directed towards the desired
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direction in a way that signal power transmitted away from the destination is op-
timally reduced. This signal processing technique is known as beamforming. For
phased arrays, conventional approach to shape the beam is to calculate the phase
shifts such that the field intensity is maximised. However, physical size of the
nodes imposes limit on the number of antennas in an array. As a remedy for this
issue, cooperative communication was proposed [4], where geographically sepa-
rated nodes share their antennas forming a virtual antenna array. This virtual
antenna array provides potential benefits such as higher data rate and insensitiv-
ity to channel variations. Thus, with an increased data rate, total power required
for users can be reduced or cell coverage can be increased. Cooperative commu-
nication with multiple antennas at relays that cooperate the signal transmission
from the source to the destination is more effective as it has twofold benefits of
cooperative diversity and multiple antenna diversity.
Through the cooperation of different nodes and with appropriate amplitude and
phase excitations a beam can be directed in desired direction by distributed beam-
forming. However, in practice, excitations are often calculated by optimisation
methods with the objectives such as transmit power minimisation, SNR maximi-
sation, capacity maximisation and outage minimisation, and the constraints such
as quality of received signal and the cost of transmission in terms of power or
bandwidth. The resultant beam pattern is not considered. Significant amount of
work has appeared in the literature on optimisation of distributed beamforming,
investigating different type of network architecture, relaying schemes and level
of channel state information [5–32]. The level of knowledge about the states of
source-to-relay and relay-to-destination channels, and noise level at terminals also
play a major role in calculation of optimal weights.
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1.2 Motivation
In this section, the motivations which lead us to do this research work have been
given. Although beamforming and cooperative communication have led to many
investigations on further improvement on wireless communication, there are still
some open problems.
For phased arrays, to minimise the transmit power, phase excitation is applied
such that field intensity is maximised. However, maximisation of directivity or
gain can also be considered to minimise the transmit power. The validity of
directivity maximisation in this aspect is not investigated yet.
Communication nodes can be equipped with multiple antennas and multiple
transceivers to facilitate spatial diversity. Spatial diversity enhances the sys-
tem throughput by increasing the system complexity. On the other hand a node
with an antenna array and a single transceiver has much less complexity. Trans-
mit power in such a node can be directed towards the destination by appropriate
shifting of phase of the signal at each antenna. Transmit power saving and in-
terference reduction are some of the many benefits of such low complexity beam-
forming. However, the effect of node beamforming in a cooperative network with
distributed beamforming has never been investigated.
Received SNR at the destination and the transmit power of relays are measures
of receiver QoS and cost of transmission. Therefore, it is desirable to maximise
the QoS and minimise the cost of transmission. Thus, there must be a trade-off
between those two optimisations. Although transmit power minimisation subject
to received SNR at the destination and received SNR maximisation subject to
transmit power of relays have been separately analysed in past research, the
trade-off between those two optimisations is still left as an open question.
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1.3 Research Problems
Given the motivation and research gaps outlined above a research question can
be formulated.
Principle research question:
 How can the performance of a wireless network with distributed beamform-
ing be further improved by individual nodes equipped with antenna arrays
performing individual beamforming?
In order to address the above research question and to satisfy the research ob-
jectives, principle research question can be broken into three sub-questions as
below:
i. Can the overall network power be saved by maximising the directivity in the
direction of the destination?
ii. How can the received power in such a network be maximised if the total
power of the network is fixed?
iii. How can the total network power can be minimised such that a threshold
SNR is maintained at the destination?
Many types of beamformers have been investigated in the existing literature [33].
Although directivity is a measure of power gain, maximising directivity to opti-
mise the power has not been studied extensively. Therefore, it is a timely concern
to study the feasibility of directivity maximisation in comparison with the con-
ventional method of maximising field intensity.
Transmit power of relays in distributed beamforming is optimised for various
configurations of network, different constraints and different levels of required in-
formation. Benefits of beamforming in wireless communication systems are well
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understood. However, benefits offered by beamforming by individual nodes in a
cooperative communications networks are not fully explored. Therefore, it is im-
portant to analyse the performance of distributed beamforming in a cooperative
wireless networks with smart antenna nodes.
Power minimisation at the relay nodes subject to received SNR and SNR maximi-
sation at the destination subject to power are studied independently in existing
literature. The trade-off between them is not studied in detail. It is vital to
investigate the trade-off between those two optimisations.
1.4 Objectives and Methodology
Being motivated by the factors mentioned in the previous section, main objectives
of this research are outlined as follows:
1. Investigate directivity maximisation over field intensity maximisation to
reduce the transmit power or increase the received power.
Here the performance difference between these two optimisations will be
clearly shown for linear and circular phased arrays.
2. Investigate power minimisation of smart antenna relays subject to prede-
fined SNR threshold at the destination.
Here the total transmit power of relays will be minimised after maximis-
ing the directivity from each relay to the source and to the destination for
an end-to-end communication. Therefore, there will be two optimisation
problems: directivity maximisation and power minimisation. The power
improvement of smart antenna relay network with respect to single antenna
relay network will be analysed.
3. Analyse the trade-off between minimisation of total transmit power of relays
subject to received SNR and SNR maximisation subject to total transmit
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power of relays in cooperative communication.
Here the relationship between these two optimisation problems will be
clearly shown by performing them separately and comparing the results.
Research methodology of the proposed project is based on experiments by simu-
lations and numerical analysis. A computer model of a distributed beamforming
network will be developed and simulated. Analytical models for field intensity
optimisation and directivity maximisation for both circular antenna arrays and
linear antenna arrays will also be developed. Experimental data will be collected
by simulating these models in MATLAB computing environment.
1.5 Contributions and Significance
In beamforming with phased antenna arrays, as a conventional method, field in-
tensity is maximised to optimise the power at communicating nodes. However,
in this research study better method has been proposed to optimise the power
by maximsing directivity of phased antenna arrays. Digital phase shifters are
considered to apply phase excitations as a practical approach. Optimisation of
directivity is more complex because of the integer constraint of number of bits
in the digital phase shifter. However, in this research study, the optimisation is
performed for various configurations of circular smart antenna system, and the
numerical results are also presented in this thesis. Numerical results of conven-
tional approach of maximising field intensity are also presented here.
MIMO relays in cooperative communication can increase the performance of a
wireless network. However, hardware configuration of MIMO relays is much more
complex. Therefore, this research study has proposed a simpler hardware config-
uration of smart antenna system to be used at relays. Novel approach of power
minimisation with enhanced directivity is also proposed, which offers better per-
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formance than power minimisation only.
Minimum transmit power and maximum received SNR are two different param-
eters which indicate the performance of a communication network. Hence, it is
expected that the trade-off analysis of those two will help the design of a network
and it is not studied before. This research study will present a comprehensive
analysis of the tradeoff between transmit power minimisation and the received
SNR maximisation.
The main contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
 As a novel approach, directive properties of antenna array is used for power
minimisation of relays in a cooperative communication system.
 Feasibility of directivity maximisation over the field intensity maximisation
is checked to minimise the transmit power of multiple antenna relays.
 Numerical results for directivity maximisation and field intensity maximisa-
tion with different number of antennas, space between antennas and number
of bits are given.
 Application of distributed beamforming for power minimisation and SNR
maximisation of multi-antenna multi-relay networks is presented.
 Trade-off between power minimisation of relays subject to received SNR
and received SNR maximisation subject to transmit power of relays for
beamforming is presented.
Above contributions have been clearly described in the Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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1.5.1 Publications
Published Paper
 T. Baleshan, A. D. S. Jayalath and J. C. Coetzee, “On power minimisation
and SNR maximisation of distributed beamforming in cooperative commu-
nication systems,” IET Electronic Letters, vol. 50, no. 9, pp. 712-713, Apr
2014.
To be Submitted
 T. Baleshan, A. D. S. Jayalath and J. C. Coetzee, “Optimized distributed
beamforming for cooperative systems with smart antennas at relays,” Wirel.
Commun. Mob. Comput, 2014.
 T. Baleshan, A. D. S. Jayalath and J. C. Coetzee, “Optimisation of direc-
tivity in lieu of field intensity to maximise received power,” IET Electronic
Letters, 2014.
1.6 Scope of the Proposed Project
The use of multiple antennas at nodes for the purpose of beamforming is explicitly
considered in the proposed research project. Therefore, the scope of the research
is bounded by the above consideration and the available resources. Following
limitations are noted,
 Experimental investigations are performed using computer simulations.
 Only the hardware complexity of the proposed system is compared with
that of MIMO system.
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 Full performance comparison of MIMO relay networks with the performance
of the proposed system is out of scope of the objective of this research study.
Key assumptions of the thesis include
 Network is operating in a Rician Fading channel environments where line-
of-sight path is available. Other channel models such as Rayleigh fading is
not considered due to time constraints.
 Phase shifters do not impose any loss to the communication system.
1.7 Organisation of the Thesis
The outline of this thesis is as follows:
 Chapter 2 presents the previous work in literature about cooperative com-
munication and distributed beamforming, and the research gaps in this field.
 Chapter 3 describes the relevant parameters and basic properties of an
antenna array.
 Chapter 4 describes beamforming of phased array by directivity maximi-
sation to optimise power. It also compares directivity maximisation method
with conventional beamforming of field intensity maximisation.
 Chapter 5 presents the achievable power savings in multi-antenna multi-
relay cooperative networks. First, directivity of antenna array at each relay
is maximised in the direction of the source and then destination. Next,
distributed beamforming is performed to reduce the overall power of the
system subject to a predefined SNR threshold at the destination for transmit
beamforming. Power saving of multi-antenna network is compared with
that of single antenna network.
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 Chapter 6 analyses the total transmit power of relays subject to prede-
fined SNR threshold at the destination and received SNR maximisation at
the destination subject to total transmit power of relays. Comparison of
the results of those two optimisations is shown graphically and trade-off is
described.
 Chapter 7 outlines the conclusions reached from the work of this research
study and describes the significant research outcomes. The future work
which can be continued based on this research work is also outlined at the
end.
Chapter 2
Background
A comprehensive review on distributed beamforming and performance optimisa-
tion of wireless network is given in this chapter. Wireless communication with
increasing demand and constrained resources, has been improved to a signifi-
cant level by means of antenna arrays at communicating nodes. The capacity
of wireless communication systems when multi-element antenna arrays are used,
was studied in [1–3] and it was demonstrated that multi-element antenna arrays
achieve superior performance compared to a single-element. Various techniques
have been explored and employed to obtain the benefits of antenna arrays while
overcoming the resource constraints such as physical size and cost. Among them,
cooperative communication and beamforming have attracted the interest of many
researchers. This research study focuses on power minimisation, SNR maximisa-
tion and distributed beamforming which is the combination of cooperative com-
munication and beamforming. Therefore, this chapter provides a comprehensive
review of past research work on power minimisation and distributed beamforming
in different scenarios.
Optimisation of wireless network by appropriately weighting the signals at the
cooperating nodes is a major part of the distributed beamforming. Depending
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on optimised variable, constraints and network architecture, various optimisation
methods have been analysed in literature. Since optimisations of power and SNR
are analysed in this research study, related work in the literature has also been
presented in this chapter. This chapter consists of six sections each explaining
the background of different aspects followed by gaps in the existing literature and
summary.
2.1 Cooperative Communication
Communication signals over wireless networks are greatly affected by fading. This
can be combatted with various diversity techniques: time, frequency, code and
space. When the communication occurs over geographically separated trans-
mitters/receivers there exists spacial diversity yielding the benefits of multiple
antenna array. However, arbitrary number of geographically separated trans-
mitters/receivers in a communication node is employed with the expense of the
physical size of the node and related costs. As a remedy for this issue, a coop-
erative diversity technique was proposed [4], where users in a network not only
transmit their own data but also relay other users data. Hence, relay nodes co-
operate with the source, to transmit the data to the destination. In other words,
available resources for communication are shared among the users and users are
cooperating with each other in cooperating communication.
Figure 2.1(a) depicts direct transmission between a source and a destination where
there are no other nodes involved. Contrary, in the communication network shown
in Figure 2.1(b), intermediate nodes receive signals from the transmitter and re-
lay them towards the destination. Hence, multiple copies of signals transmitted
over different channels will reach the destination. The intermediate nodes facil-
itating the source-to-destination transmission are called relays. Copies of signal
transmitted over different independent channels are exploited by the destination
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Figure 2.1: Communication methods.
to improve the performance. The destination can also receive high quality sig-
nals by means of relayed signals from intermediate nodes even if there is severe
attenuation in the direct transmission. This is how a reliable communication is
achieved through cooperative communication. In case of mobile communication,
when the mobile station is not within the cell of coverage of the base station,
relays near the outer edge of the cell can extend the coverage by forming its own
cell and facilitating the base station to mobile station communication [34].
Since mobiles are equipped with omnidirectional antennas additional power is
not required to transmit the signal from the source to relays as the signal is
broadcasted in all directions in the azimuth plane. However, to forward those
signals to the destination, relays need power. At the same time, transmission
power of the source can be reduced because of the spatial diversity provided by
relays. Eventually, the performance of the network can be significantly improved
[4].
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There are different relaying schemes used in cooperative communications [35]:
fixed relaying schemes, selection relaying schemes and incremental relaying schemes.
In fixed relaying schemes, relays amplify and forward (AF) the signal or decode
and forward (DF) the signal. In AF scheme, not only the signal but also the noise
gets amplified. In case of DF scheme, signal is first decoded by the relays, re-
encoded and transmitted to the destination. Here the noise amplification at the
relays can be eliminated. However, the destination will only be able to recover the
signal if the relays can successfully decode it. In selection relaying, a threshold
is used to decide whether to transmit directly or through relays. In incremental
relaying, feedback from the destination will indicate success or failure of the sig-
nal it received directly from the source. If the feedback indicates a failure only,
relay will forward a copy of the signal to the destination. Compress-and-forward
relaying strategy where relays retransmit quantized or compressed version of the
received signal is also developed for cooperative communications [36]. Relays can
thus be configured differently according to the desired relaying scheme.
2.2 Beamforming
By means of antenna arrays, a signal power can be directed in a desired direction
by changing the antenna properties which will be discussed in Chapter 3. Among
those antenna properties, geographical configuration, relative displacement and
relative radiation pattern of individual element cannot be changed instantly unlike
amplitude and phase excitation, for a particular antenna array. Therefore, by
adjusting the amplitude and phase excitation, the beam pattern can be shaped
instantly. This well known signal processing technique is known as beamforming.
It has proved to be a promising technology in modern communications systems.
Figure 2.2 depicts the transmit and receive beamforming processes by antenna
arrays.
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Figure 2.2: Beamforming.
In beamforming, each relay can apply amplitude and phase excitation on the
signal prior to transmit to the destination. Received beamforming can also be
employed at the relays in the direction of the source to further enhance the
received power at the destination. Both amplitude and phase excitations together
are called weights. Beamforming reduces the interference and improves the power
efficiency of the transmitter and the spectral efficiency of the network [37–39].
There are two types of beamformers: fixed beamformers and adaptive beamform-
ers. Fixed beamformers do not adaptively change the weight coefficients for each
signal. Although it has low computational complexity, in mobile environment it
does not provide the flexibility to change the beam pattern instantly. In contrast,
adaptive beamformers change both amplitude and phase of the weights depending
on the signal environment. In cooperative communication each relay adaptively
change the excitations to optimise the network performance. Hence, it will be
more suitable for mobile communication when compared to fixed beamformers.
For instance, let the received signal at a relay be x. After applying the weights it
will be |wi|x θi where |wi| and θi are the amplitude and phase excitations of the
i-th antenna of the relay, respectively. If there are m number of antennas in an
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array the resultant signal to be transmitted from the relay y will be as follows:
y =
m∑
i=1
|wi|x θi (2.1)
Hence, with proper selection of |wi| and θi the signal y will have a beam directed
in the desired direction and the received power at the destination is increased.
Standard practice is to maximise the field intensity at the destination by applying
phase excitation to the transmitter antenna array [40]. Many types of beamform-
ers have been summarised in [33]. Apart from few studies [41] in open literature,
maximisation of directivity is not being studied explicitly .
Beamforming at base station was performed such that sum-rate of all users with
single antenna in a cluster (defined number of multiple cells) was maximised
[42] using semi definite programming, subject to individual power constraint of
the base station. Beamforming in cooperative communication is investigated in
[43] where communication between a base station and many mobile stations is
assisted with a relay station with multiple antennas such that Signal to Interfer-
ence plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of individual mobile station is optimised subject to
power constraints. Similarly, beamforming in a network of which each terminal
is equipped with multiple antennas was investigated in [44–46].
2.3 Distributed Beamforming
In Section 2.2, each relay performs beamforming independently and hereby as-
sists the source to destination signal transmission independently. Nevertheless,
relays can coordinate among themselves, form the beam together and optimise
the network performance in cooperative communication systems. Beamforming
with coordination among the relays is called distributed beamforming and shown
in the Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Distributed beamforming
In practice, excitations are not calculated depending on the shape of beam in
cooperative communication instead they are calculated such that the QoS or
transmission cost is optimised. The calculation of weight for each relay depends
not only on its own attributes but also the attributes of other relays involving the
communication. There are plenty of protocols which define the signal transmis-
sion from a source to a destination. Calculation procedure of weights varies for
each of the distributed beamforming protocol. Therefore, a significant amount
of work [5–32] has appeared in the literature investigating different transmission
protocols and using different optimisation methods.
In reference [23], weights were calculated for network capacity maximisation,
equivalently received SNR maximisation and, the error rate and outage probabil-
ity minimisation assuming perfect channel information at the destination and the
relays. Power of each node was the constraint in this network. Without the direct
link between the source and the destination, it was found that the source should
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use its maximal power to achieve high SNR at the destination and that all the
relays should not use their maximal power. Hence, for the relays not requiring
to use maximal power, a fraction of power is used. Instantaneous capacity of the
network can be given by W log(1 + SNR) bps (bit per second) where W is the
channel bandwidth and log is the base-2 logarithm. Due to the complexity of the
formula for the SNR and resultant optimal beamforming vector, direct calcula-
tion of capacity was very complex. Hence, only the upper and lower bounds of
capacity, outage probability and bit-error rate were found.
Havary et al. [9] assumed that only second order statistics of channel coefficients
were known and in the first approach total power of relays was minimised sub-
ject to received SNR threshold. Similarly, in the second approach received SNR
was maximised subject to individual power constraint and the total power con-
straint of relays. Optimisation with individual power constraint did not yield a
closed form solution and, semidefinite programming was used to find the solu-
tion. When compared with semidefinite programming, a computationally more
efficient algorithm was also proposed to solve the optimisation with individual
power constraint. When multiple source-destination pairs are communicating,
the power was minimised while maintaining the SINR at the destination above a
predefined threshold value in [16].
Relay with multiple antennas was considered in [31] where the joint receive and
transmit beamforming weight vectors were calculated to maximise the received
SNR subject to total transmit power of the relay. A computationally efficient
solution can only be obtained if the channel coefficients are statistically inde-
pendent. In practice, channel coefficients correlate with each other. Therefore,
for such scenarios weight matrix with arbitrary rank was found, replacing the
separate receive and transmit weight vectors. For independent channels, weight
matrix with rank one was also found. When increasing the total power of relays,
at one stage, received SNR gets saturated. Therefore, once the SNR reaches the
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saturation it is not needed to increase the power.
Distributed beamforming by cognitive transmitters was studied in [5] where the
phase of each transmitter was adjusted such that power in secondary user was
maximised and that of primary user was minimised. Location information of each
node in the network was known and from that the array factor of the randomly
distributed transmitters was found. Each transmitter was equipped with an ideal
isotropic antenna and power was expressed in terms of array factor. As the
phase synchronisation was critical part in this work, effect of imperfect phase
synchronisation was also investigated.
Beamforming in wireless multicast system was investigated in [32] where two
pairs of source-destination were facilitated by one relay. Sources and relay were
with two antennas and destinations were with one antenna. Beamforming was
performed by sources as well as relay such that instantaneous capacity was max-
imised subject to individual power constraints of the sources and relay.
Deterministic distributed beamforming where the signal from each node was co-
herently added at the receiver was investigated in [17] without any knowledge
about the location and channel state. MIMO relays performing distributed beam-
forming when a source-destination pair with multiple antennas communicates was
studied when received SNR was maximised with individual relay power constraint
for two types of Channel State Information (CSI): instantaneous CSI and stochas-
tic CSI [29]. Reference [30] has investigated the network where MIMO relays
cooperate with the communication of multiple source and destination pairs.
Received SNR was maximised subject to individual relay power constraint in
[28]. Optimal weights were calculated using two methods which are water fill-
ing algorithm and a non-iterative algorithm, with low complexity when compar-
ing second-order cone programming. Distributed beamforming for bidirectional
transmission was investigated in [10, 18–22]. References [24–27] investigated the
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effect of channel estimation errors on the performance of distributed beamform-
ing.
2.4 Minimum Power and Maximum SNR
There is significant amount of work in optimisation of transmission cost or QoS
of wireless network. Transmission cost can be measured in terms of power, and
QoS can be measured in terms of SNR, rate or outage. minimisation of either
total power of relays or total power of the network subject to received SNR is
investigated in [6–10]. Similarly, received SNR maximisation subject to total
transmit power of relays or total power of the network has been investigated in
[8–15] for different types of transmission. References [8–10] have analysed both
optimisations independently.
2.5 Gaps in the Existing Literature
Performance of distributed beamforming in cooperative networks with relays
equipped with beamforming antenna arrays has never been investigated in the
open literature. This research study presents a comprehensive analysis of such a
network with strategies to reduce the overall power consumption of the network.
For phased arrays, field intensity is maximised to reduce transmit power or in-
crease received power conventionally. Although directivity can be considered as
a measure of power, the validity of directivity maximisation for optimal power
transmission is not analysed yet.
When the number of relays increases, the performance of the network also im-
proves. Distributed beamforming requires an increased number of relays to make
the beam narrower and consequently to increase the array gain. On the other
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hand, narrower beam can also be formed using smaller number of relays equipped
with multiple antennas. Thus, this research will investigate a distributed beam-
forming in networks equipped with smart antenna relays consisting of multi-
ple antenna elements. Relays with smart antenna array performing distributed
beamforming have not been studied extensively. Even though wireless networks
with multiple antenna relays are considered in references [44–46], beamforming
weight vector of each relay is independent from that of other relays. References
[6, 12, 29–32] investigated multiple antenna relays performing distributed beam-
forming where each antenna was equipped with separate receiver/transmitter
module. Hence, this research study investigates smart antenna system in place
of multiple antennas with separate receiver/transmitter modules, for distributed
beamforming. In the distributed beamforming studies reported in [5, 7–11, 13–
28], are only equipped with single antenna.
Received SNR and the transmit power are two major parameters which define
the performance of a communication network. Although SNR maximisation and
power minimisation have been studied extensively in the open literature, the
trade-off between those two optimisations has not been analysed and is not fully
understood. Hence, this research study presents an analysis to show the trade-off
between SNR maximisation and power minimisation.
2.6 Summary
This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of previous studies on cooperative
communication, beamforming and distributed beamforming. The optimisation of
power and SNR is also discussed and gaps in existing literature are identified.
In next chapter, directive properties of antenna array that will be used in dis-
tributed beamforming process investigated in this thesis, will be presented.

Chapter 3
Antenna Arrays
Energy efficiency is one of the most important aspect in wireless networks because
the nodes can save power such that the life span of nodes extends. Single antenna
nodes are highly inefficient, because only a small fraction of transmitted power is
utilised and rest is wasted as transmitted away from the destination. However,
single antenna relays can also work in a cooperative way addressed in Chapter
5. In another way, multiple antenna elements at communicating nodes are used
to transmit and receive same signals in more efficient manner by changing the
properties of the array.
Receiver diversity with multiple antennas at the receiver can exploit the mul-
tiple received signals via independent fading channels. In contrast, transmitter
diversity creates multiple independent streams at the transmitter. This type of
implementation with multiple antennas at the transmitter and multiple antennas
at the receiver can exploit both space and time diversities. Multiple antenna
systems can greatly improve the system performance and spectral efficiency.
Since this research study focusses only on antenna arrays and its properties,
this chapter will present brief introduction to antenna arrays in Section 3.6 and
relevant technical terms in other sections.
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3.1 Radiation Pattern
Graphical representation of radiation properties such as power flux density, radia-
tion intensity, field strength, directivity and phase of antenna or antenna array in
space coordinates is called radiation pattern. In other words, directional depen-
dance of radiation properties is shown in radiation pattern. If polar coordinate
system is used to represent the pattern it will be called a polar plot. To show
the complete representation of radiation, at least two polar plots in azimuth and
elevation planes are required. These are the planes which are perpendicular to
each other as shown in the Figure 3.1. Azimuth and elevation planes can be
considered as xy and yz planes, respectively.
Azimuth plane
Elevation plane
x
y
z
Figure 3.1: Azimuth and elevation planes.
Radiation patterns are often normalised with respect to the maximum value and
resultant plot is called normalised radiation pattern.
3.1.1 Isotropic Antennas
There are various types of antennas used in practice with different radiation
patterns. The antenna which transmits equal amount of energy in all direction
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is called isotropic antenna. Even though it does not exist in real world, it is used
as a reference to compare other types of antennas. It is a theoretical and loss-less
antenna. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the normalised radiation field pattern
i.e trace of received electric field at a constant radius normalised to its maximum
value, of an isotropic antenna in azimuth and elevation planes, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Normalised radiation field pattern of an isotropic antenna.
3.2 Antenna Power
3.2.1 Radiation Power Density
Transmit power of antennas is one of the major concern in wireless communication
and some of the parameters related to power of antenna will be discussed here.
In the far zone the phasor electric and magnetic fields may respectively be ex-
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pressed as
E(r, θ, φ) = E(θ, φ)
e−jkr
r
, (3.1)
H(r, θ, φ) = H(θ, φ)
e−jkr
r
, (3.2)
where
k =
2pi
λ
, (3.3)
λ is the wavelength and (r, θ, φ) represents the spherical coordinates of a certain
point far from the antenna array. Furthermore,
E(θ, φ) = Eθ(θ, φ)θˆ+ Eφ(θ, φ)φˆ, (3.4)
H(θ, φ) = −Eθ(θ, φ)
η
θˆ+
Eφ(θ, φ)
η
φˆ, (3.5)
where η is the intrinsic impedance and
Er(θ, φ) = Hr(θ, φ) = 0. (3.6)
Electric and magnetic fields are related via
H(r, θ, φ) =
1
η
rˆ× E(r, θ, φ), (3.7)
E(r, θ, φ) = −ηrˆ×H(r, θ, φ). (3.8)
Hence, the time-averaged power density of the radiated wave is found by Poynting
theorem,
S(r, θ, φ) =
1
2
Re [E(r, θ, φ)×H∗(r, θ, φ)] (3.9)
=
1
2
Re
[(
Eθ(θ, φ)θˆ+ Eφ(θ, φ)φˆ
) e−jkr
r
×
(
−E
∗
φ(θ, φ)
η
θˆ+
E∗θ (θ, φ)
η
φˆ
)
e+jkr
r
]
(3.10)
=
|Eθ(θ, φ)|2 + |Eφ(θ, φ)|2
2ηr2
rˆ (3.11)
=
|E(θ, φ)|2
2ηr2
rˆ, (3.12)
where Re is the real part of the argument.
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3.2.2 Radiation Intensity
Power radiated from a source per unit solid angle is defined as the radiation
intensity. It can be written as
U(θ, φ) = r2S(r, θ, φ). (3.13)
Using Equation (3.12), U in Equation (3.13) can also be written as follows:
U(θ, φ) =
|E(θ, φ)|2
2η
. (3.14)
where | · | means amplitude of a complex number.
3.2.3 Directivity
Directivity in a particular direction is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity
of antenna or antenna array in that direction over that of an isotropic antenna,
U0, where the isotropic antenna has the same radiated power as the antenna or
antenna arrays. It can be expressed as
D(θ, φ) =
U(θ, φ)
U0
=
4piU(θ, φ)
Prad
. (3.15)
where Prad is the total radiated power obtained by integrating field intensity over
the solid angle Ω as follows:
Prad =
‹
Ω
U dΩ (3.16)
=
ˆ pi
0
ˆ 2pi
0
|E(θ, φ)|2
2η
sin(θ) dφ dθ. (3.17)
where dΩ = sin(θ) dφ dθ and U is given by the Equation 3.14. By replacing
the equations 3.17 and 3.14 in the Equation 3.15 following expression for the
directivity can be found.
D(θ0, φ0) =
|E(θ0, φ0)|2
1
4pi
ˆ pi
0
ˆ 2pi
0
|E(θ, φ)|2 sin(θ) dφ dθ
. (3.18)
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3.2.4 Gain
Energy in an antenna can be absorbed within the antenna itself. Because of
resistance and reactance of antenna material there will be loss within each an-
tenna. Isotropic antennas are considered as loss-less antennas. Antenna gain in a
direction will account for these I2R losses and is defined as the ratio of the radi-
ation intensity of an antenna or antenna array, in that direction, to the radiation
intensity of an isotropic antenna with the same input power as the antenna or
antenna array. It can be written as
G =
4piU
Pin
= eD = ecedD, (3.19)
where Pin, e, ec and ed are the total input power, the total efficiency, conduction
efficiency and dielectric efficiency, respectively. If the transmission line is also
considered and there is mismatch between the transmission line and antenna,
reflections losses will be there. It can also be included in the gain and the resultant
gain will be called absolute gain given by
Gabs =
(
1− |Γ|2) ecedD, (3.20)
where Γ is the voltage reflection coefficient.
3.3 Antenna Aperture
Antenna aperture or effective area is the area of receiving antenna perpendicular
to the incoming wave. In other words it can be defined as the ratio of the available
power at the terminals of a receiving antenna to the power flux density of a plane
wave incident on the antenna from that direction, the wave being polarisation-
matched to the antenna [39]. It is a measure of how effective an antenna can
receive the incoming signal. The antenna aperture and directivity can be related
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by the following equation
Ae =
λ2
4pi
D, (3.21)
where Ae, λ, D are effective area, wavelength and directivity, respectively. Power
delivered to the load PT can be written as
PT = SradAe. (3.22)
3.4 Mutual Coupling
When one or more antennas are operating, energy intended to specific antenna
can be absorbed by any other nearby antennas. In transmitting mode, energy
can be re-scattered by the nearby antennas acting as secondary transmitters and
disturb the overall beam pattern. In receiving mode, some of the energy can
be absorbed by the nearby antennas and decreasing the strength of received
signal at intended antenna. These effects are called mutual coupling and it is
significant for small inter element spacing. On the other hand, closely spaced
antennas can provide super-gain with optimum spacing and excitation currents
[47]. However, in practical applications, it is difficult to match the impedance for
different citation as the impedance varies with different citations [48]. If antennas
are closely placed, signals from them correlate with each other and consequently
the array will act as a single antenna.
3.5 Array Factor
Consider an antenna array with M identical elements oriented in same direction
with individual element pattern of E(r, θ, φ) given by the Equation 3.1.
Let the amplitude and phase excitation of i-th element be wi and αi, respectively.
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Hence, total field at a point due to the antenna array can be written as
Et = E(θ1, φ1)w1
e−j(kr1−α1)
r1
+ E(θ2, φ2)w2
e−j(kr2−α2)
r2
+ . . .+
+E(θM , φM)wM
e−j(krM−αM )
rM
. (3.23)
If the point at which the total field is calculated is far away from the antenna
array it can be considered that the point is located in same direction from each
antenna element. Hence,
θ1 = θ2 = . . . = θM = θ (3.24)
φ1 = φ2 = . . . = φM = φ (3.25)
r1 = r2 = . . . = rM = r for amplitude variations only (3.26)
Et =
E(θ, φ)
r
M∑
m=1
wme
−j(krm−αm). (3.27)
The distance rm is often written with respect to any reference element of that
array. Hence,
rm = r1 + lm, (3.28)
where m ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M and r1 is the distance from a first element to the end
point. Any arbitrary element can be selected as a reference. The lm is the relative
distance from the m-th element to the end point w.r.t. reference element. Hence,
Et =
E(θ, φ)
r
e−jkr1 · AF (3.29)
AF =
M∑
m=1
wme
−j(klm−αm), (3.30)
where AF is the array factor. Therefore, the total field of an antenna array of
identical elements is equivalent to the field of a single element multiplied by a
factor which is called the array factor.
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3.5.1 Array Factor of Linear and Circular Antenna Arrays
Consider a linear antenna array of M elements along the x-axis as shown in Figure
3.3(a). Let the distance from the first element to the m-th element be xm. Hence,
lm in the Equation (3.28) will be
lm = xm sin θ cosφ. (3.31)
From the Equation (3.30) array factor of linear array can be written as
AF (θ, φ) =
M∑
m=1
wme
−j(kxm sin θ cosφ−αm). (3.32)
From [49], for circular antenna array shown in Figure 3.4 the array factor is given
by
AF (θ0, φ0) =
M∑
m=1
wme
jka sin(θ0) cos(φ0−φm), (3.33)
3.6 Antenna Arrays
In many applications, it is desirable to have high directivity from the source
to the destination as more power is concentrated towards the destination and
interference from/to other signals can be decreased. This can be accomplished
by multiple element antenna arrays by shaping the overall beam pattern whereas
single antennas alone does not have the control over the beam pattern. Only
a small fraction of transmitted power reaches the destination while the rest is
transmitted away from it for the case of single omnidirectional antenna. The
following factors of antenna array could control the beam pattern [39]
1. The geometrical configuration of the overall array
2. The relative displacement between the elements
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Figure 3.3: Geometries of linear antenna array.
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of circular antenna array.
3. The excitation amplitude of the individual elements
4. The excitation phase of the individual elements
5. The relative radiation pattern of the individual elements
Figure 3.5 shows the normalised beam pattern of 3-elements isotropic antenna ar-
ray arranged on a circumference of a circle with a spacing between two elements
of 0.5λ. Figure 3.6 shows normalised beam pattern of same antenna array ar-
ranged linearly along z-axis with the same spacing. By changing the geometrical
configuration of the overall array, beam pattern can thus be changed. Figures 3.7,
3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 show the normalised beam pattern when the relative displace-
ment, amplitude excitation of each element, phase excitation of each element and
relative radiation pattern of individual elements are changed, respectively. With
proper selection of control factors of radiation, beam pattern can be shaped and
thus be steered in desired direction.
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Figure 3.5: 3-element circular, isotropic antenna array with 0.5λ relative dis-
placement.
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Figure 3.6: 3-element linear, isotropic antenna array with 0.5λ relative displace-
ment.
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Figure 3.7: 3-element circular, isotropic antenna array with 0.4λ relative dis-
placement.
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Figure 3.8: 3-element circular, isotropic antenna array with 0.5λ relative dis-
placement and different amplitude excitations.
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Figure 3.9: 3-element circular, isotropic antenna array with 0.5λ relative dis-
placement and different phase excitations.
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Figure 3.10: 3-element infinitesimal horizontal dipole circular antenna array with
0.5λ relative displacement.
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Table 3.1 shows the information of excitations corresponding to the figures from
3.5 to 3.10.
Table 3.1: Excitations of antenna array
Figure Phase Amplitude
3.5 (0◦,0◦,0◦) (1,1,1)
3.6 (0◦,0◦,0◦) (1,1,1)
3.7 (0◦,0◦,0◦) (1,1,1)
3.8 (0◦,0◦,0◦) (0.1,1,1)
3.9 (0◦,204.12◦,204.12◦) (1,1,1)
3.10 (0◦,0◦,0◦) (1,1,1)
Figure 3.11 shows the radiation pattern of a circular antenna array with different
number of antennas and spacing between them is λ/2. Figures clearly illustrate
the positive effect of higher number of antennas.
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Figure 3.11: Radiation pattern for different number of antennas in an array.
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Mobile communication devices are conventionally equipped with omni-directional
antennas which transmit and receive signals in any direction in azimuth plane and
the ability drops off in elevation plane as transmitting or receiving in the direction
of the sky and earth is eliminated. Since the signal is radiated in all directions in
the azimuth plane, the majority of the power is wasted as it is transmitted away
from the destination. Hence, to overcome this problem, power must be directed
towards the destination only, which can be possible with antenna arrays, and in
mobile environment beam pattern should be changed adaptively as the nodes are
moving. Smart antenna system is capable of doing predefined signal processing
techniques and form the beam adaptively.
3.6.1 Antenna Architectures of Communication Termi-
nals
Rx/Tx
(a)
  MIMO
Controller
Rx/Tx
Rx/Tx
Rx/Tx
(b)
Rx/Tx
Rx/Tx
  MIMO
Controller
Rx/Tx
Rx/Tx
  MIMO
Controller
(c)
Smart Antenna System
Rx/Tx
α1
α2
αM
PS/C
Pattern control
(d)
Figure 3.12: Antenna architectures (a) single antenna, (b) MIMO terminal, (c)
Cooperative MIMO terminals and (d) smart antenna consisting of a power split-
ter/combiner (PS/C), phase shifters and multiple antennas.
The Figure 3.12(a) shows the architecture of a terminal with single antenna only
whereas Figure 3.12(b) shows that of a MIMO terminal which consists of multiple
number of receiver/transmitter modules which make the hardware configuration
much more complex. Figure 3.12(c) shows the cooperative MIMO terminals where
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each terminal is equipped with multiple number of receiver/transmitter modules,
and the terminals cooperatively transmit signals to the destination which is also
equipped with multiple number of receiver/transmitter modules as investigated
in [50–53]. However, the smart antenna array shown in Figure 3.12(d) has only
one receiver/transmitter module with a power splitter/combiner and bank of
phase shifters. Hence, hardware complexity is considerably reduced with digital
phase shifter based smart antenna system. Power splitter/combiner will equally
split and combine the available power for each antenna element in the smart
antenna system when receiving and transmitting the signal, respectively. Phase
shifter will apply phase excitation for each element as explained in next section.
When the relays with proposed smart antenna system are performing distributed
beamforming they can even enhance the performance of cooperative MIMO as the
power can be directed towards the destination from each relay. This configuration
is clearly investigated in the following chapters.
3.7 Digital Phase Shifter
Digital phase shifter is used to change the phase of antennas and achievable phase
shifts depend on the number of bits of digital phase shifter. In this thesis it is
assumed that digital phase shifters will not impose any loss to the system. There
are many types of digital phase shifters available, but for illustration purposes,
we use a simple delay line digital phase shifter illustrated in Figure 3.13.
Let the signal be sin(ωt). After applying the phase shift, α it can be written as
sin(ωt− α) which is equal to sinω(t− α/ω). Hence, time delay of α/ω provides
the phase shift of α. Time delay will depend on the length of delay line. Thus,
by switching on and off the corresponding delay line for each bit, time delay will
be introduced to the signal and it yields the phase shift accordingly. As shown
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bit 3
bit 2
bit 1
(a)
bit 2
bit 3
bit 1
(b)
Figure 3.13: 3-bit digital phase shifter (a). for bit pattern 011 with 135◦ phase
shift (b). for bit pattern 001 with 45◦ phase shift.
Table 3.2: Phase shift contributions.
km Bit pattern Phase shift
0 000 0◦
1 001 −45◦
2 010 −90◦
...
...
...
6 110 −270◦
7 111 −315◦
in Figure 3.13, each bit can be either ‘on’ or ‘off’. If P -bit phase shifter is used
2P combinations of bits can be achieved. It means that 2P phase shifts can be
achieved. Table 3.2 shows the bit pattern and corresponding phase shift for a
3-bit digital phase shifter. It is apparent that arbitrary phase shifts cannot be
achieved with a digital phase shifter.
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With P -bit phase shifters, phase shift αm can be defined as :
αm = −2pi
2P
km (3.34)
where integer parameter km ∈ [0, 2P − 1]. Few examples of digital phase shifters
in current market are shown in the Table 3.3. However, in this thesis, insertion
loss is not considered.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, fundamentals of antenna array is presented and the technical
terms which will be used in following chapters are defined. Specially, directive
properties of antenna array have been explained in the Section 3.6 with graphical
representation of beam pattern for varying antenna architectures. Usage of digital
phase shifter in practical array antennas has also been discussed.
Next chapter presents how directive properties of antenna arrays are utilised in
beamforming to increase the received power or to reduce the transmit power.

Chapter 4
Optimisation of Directivity
This chapter analyses the directive properties of phased antenna arrays to apply
in wireless networks such that the transmit power or received power is optimised
at the communication nodes. Beamforming performed by antenna array can
enhance the gain of the antenna compared to a single omnidirectional antenna.
This increases the received power at the destination for a given transmit power
at the relay node and leads to increased SNR at the destination. Alternatively,
one can decrease the transmit power at the relay node to maintain a predefined
threshold SNR value at the destination.
Field intensity is a measure of signal strength in a given direction. In beamform-
ing applications, maximisation of field intensity in the direction of the destination
is often been used to maximise the power received or minimise the power trans-
mitted. However, since directivity is the measure of power gain of the antenna
array, improved directivity can also increase the received power or reduce the
transmitted power. Maximising directivity is not studied explicitly in existing
literature. Hence, this chapter compares and contrasts the optimisation of the
field intensity and the directivity of circular and linear antenna arrays. The di-
rectivity of the antenna array, in the same direction, is expected to be maximised
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simultaneously with the field intensity. However, here we show that the above fact
is true only for a special case of linear antenna array with λ/2 element spacing.
For most of the other cases with different antenna configurations and element
spacing, significant power saving can be achieved by maximising the directivity
in lieu of the field intensity in the desired direction. As a more practical approach
to apply phase excitation, digital phase shifter is used. Statistical properties of
directivity when field intensity is maximised and directivity is maximised have
also been found for different combinations of, number of antennas in a circular
phased array, spacing between antenna elements and number of bits of the phase
shifter.
This chapter is divided into three sections: Section 4.1 for the optimisation of
circular arrays and Section 4.2 for the optimisation of linear antenna arrays and
summary at the end.
4.1 Optimisation of Circular Antenna Arrays
4.1.1 Field Intensity Maximisation
Figure 3.4 shows the circular antenna array configuration with M number of iden-
tical isotropic elements at a communicating node. Spacing between two elements
is qλ where q is a fraction of wavelength. The radius of the circle, a, on which
antenna elements are arranged can be calculated from the Figure 4.1 as follows:
sin(pi/M) =
q
2a
λ
cosec(
pi
M
) =
2a
q
λ
a =
q cosec(pi/M)
2
λ (4.1)
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1 2qλ
a a
π/M
Figure 4.1: A segment of a circular antenna array withM equally spaced elements.
The azimuth position angle φm of m-th element can be defined as
φm = φ1 +
(m− 1)2pi
M
, (4.2)
where φ1 is the position angle of any arbitrary location of the first element from
positive x-axis. The total field intensity Et can be defined as
Et = Ee · AF, (4.3)
where Ee is the radiation pattern of the individual element and AF is the array
factor. Since isotropic antenna elements are assumed Ee = 1 and maximum AF
will yield maximum Et. We assume uniform amplitude excitation of all the array
elements at this node. Only phase excitation is varied for each element of the
antenna array to steer the beam in the direction of the destination in order to
maximise the field intensity. This method will not impose additional power for
transmission. Hence excitation of each antenna can be ,
wm = e
jαm . (4.4)
From the Equation (3.33) with this phase excitation array factor can be written
as
AF (θ0, φ0) =
M∑
m=1
ej[ka sin(θ0) cos(φ0−φm)+αm] (4.5)
=
M∑
m=1
ejΦm (4.6)
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Peak of field intensity will be obtained in the direction of (θ0, φ0) when
Φ1 = Φm m ∈ (2, 3, . . . ,M) (4.7)
AFmax = M · ejΦ1 (4.8)
|AFmax| = |Et| = M ·
∣∣ejΦ1∣∣ (4.9)
= M (4.10)
The first element is kept as a reference and relative phase shift is applied to other
elements in the array. Hence, α1 = 0 and other phase shifts for each element will
be calculated from the Equation (4.7) as follows:
ka sin(θ0) cos(φ0 − φ1) + α1 = ka sin(θ0) cos(φ0 − φ2) + α2 =
. . . = ka sin(θ0) cos(φ0 − φM) + αM (4.11)
αm = ka sin(θ0) [cos(φ0 − φ1)− cos(φ0 − φm)] (4.12)
With these phase shifts, directivity corresponding to maximum field intensity can
now be calculated.
4.1.2 Directivity Maximisation
To verify that the field intensity maximisation and directivity maximisation re-
quire same phase excitation at each antenna, directivity maximisation is per-
formed separately. It is assumed that mutual coupling between array elements
is negligible and that all antennas are matched and loss-less. For small inter-
element spacing, mutual coupling between array elements can be significant, but
these effects can be compensated for by using decoupling and matching networks
[48, 54] or by adjusting the element excitations [55, 56]. The antenna gain will
thus be identical to the directivity.
The directivity in Equation (3.18) is maximised by determining the variables
αm, m = 2, 3, ....M . The phase excitation for field intensity maximisation and
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directivity maximisation are found to be different and for example, Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2 show the phase shifts to maximise the field intensity and maximise the
directivity in the directions of (90◦, 50◦) and (90◦, 90◦), respectively.
Table 4.1: Phase shifts for maximum directivity and maximum field intensity in
(90◦, 50◦) direction for M = 3 and q = 0.4.
m
αm
Maximum directivity Maximum field intensity
1 0◦ 0◦
2 −186◦ −218◦
3 −296◦ −311◦
Table 4.2: Phase shift for maximum directivity and maximum field intensity in
(90◦, 90◦) direction for M = 4 and q = 0.3.
m
αm
Maximum directivity Maximum field intensity
1 0◦ 0◦
2 −213◦ −284◦
3 −65◦ −207◦
4 −213◦ −284◦
Radiation pattern for both optimisations in the direction of (90◦, 50◦) have been
drawn in the Figure 4.2(a) for M = 3 and q = 0.4. It can be observed that
directivity maximisation and field intensity maximisation result in two different
radiation patterns. Figure 4.2(b) shows the corresponding directivity plot for the
above mentioned configuration. It is evident from the figures that maximum field
intensity does not yield the maximum directivity. Directivity maximisation can
provide a narrower beam with an increased directivity in a given direction.
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Figure 4.2: (a). Radiation pattern (b). Directivity plot, for M = 3, q = 0.4
for field intensity maximisation and directivity maximisation in the direction,
(θ0, φ0) = (90
◦, 50◦).
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Even in some cases, radiation patterns for directivity maximisation and field in-
tensity maximisation differ considerably from each other. For instance, Figure
4.3(a) shows the radiation patterns for M = 4 and q = 0.3 when the destination is
at (90◦, 90◦) direction. Radiation patterns for both optimisations differ consider-
ably and thus, corresponding directivity plot in Figure 4.3(b) shows considerable
differences.
Table 4.3 shows the value of directivity for both maximisations: directivity max-
imisation and field intensity maximisation for two locations of the destination
considered above.
Table 4.3: Achievable maximum directivity in a given direction when the direc-
tivity and the field intensity is maximised respectively for different antenna array
architecture.
Configuration Direction
Directivity
Maximum directivity Maximum field intensity
M = 3 q = 0.4 (90◦, 50◦) 3.3100 3.0856
M = 4 q = 0.3 (90◦, 90◦) 6.4585 3.2067
In this research study, it is assumed that nodes are at the same azimuth plane.
However, the method proposed here can be applicable for any location of nodes.
Referring to Figure 4.4, when the antennas are placed closely the achieved di-
rectivity is higher. However, as mutual coupling will be significant and power
transmitted from one antenna will thus be absorbed by adjacent antennas. There-
fore, high directivity with low inter element spacing is possible only with some
de-coupling techniques [48, 54]. Also, higher inter element spacing can cause un-
wanted grating lobes. Therefore it is always beneficial to use the optimal range
of element spacing (approximately 0.2 ≤ q ≤ 0.7).
Maximum directivity for different number of antennas with continuous phase
shifter and q = 0.4 is drawn in Figure 4.5. Even 4-element antenna array provides
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Figure 4.3: (a). Radiation pattern (b). Directivity plot, for M = 4, q = 0.3
for field intensity maximisation and directivity maximisation in the direction,
(θ0, φ0) = (90
◦, 90◦)
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Figure 4.4: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of destination for M = 4
with different values of q and continuous phase shifter.
higher directivity than 5-element antenna array on few instances of the direction
of the destination. However, the variance of directivity for M = 4 is higher than
that of M = 5. Hence, the mean of directivity increases with the number of
elements, M .
4.1.2.1 With Digital Phase Shifters
In practice, phase shift is implemented electronically using digital phase shifters
with which only a limited number of phase shifts can be produced. For the
example (i.e. M = 3, q = 0.4) considered above, using a 3-bit digital phase
shifter, phase shifts for the maximum directivity in the direction of (90◦, 50◦) are
again computed and shown in Table 4.4. In this case, the achieved directivity is
slightly reduced to a value of D(90◦, 50◦) = 3.19.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of destination for q = 0.4
with different values of M and continuous phase shifter.
Table 4.4: Phase shift for maximum directivity in (90◦, 50◦) direction for M = 3
and q = 0.4 with 3-bit phase shifter and continuous phase shifter.
m
digital phase shifter continuous phase shifter
km αm αm
1 0 0◦ 0◦
2 4 −180◦ −186◦
3 6 −270◦ −296◦
Figure 4.6 shows the difference between the normalised radiation pattern using
continuous phase shifter and digital phase shifter when maximising the directivity
in the direction (90◦, 50◦). In practice, communicating nodes can be given with
a look-up table containing the azimuth angle of direction and corresponding bit
pattern. Thus, if the direction of the destination is known, the source can shift
the phase accordingly and the beam is steered towards the direction of destination
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such that more power is concentrated in that direction.
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Figure 4.6: Normalised radiation pattern for M = 3, q = 0.4 with phase shifts
optimised to achieve maximum directivity in the direction (θ0, φ0) = (90
◦, 50◦)
with continuous phase shifter and 3-bit digital phase shifter.
Optimised directivity is plotted against the azimuth direction of the destination
for different combinations of M , P and q. Figure 4.7 shows the directivity for
M = 3 and q = 0.4 with continuous phase shifter, 3-bit digital phase shifter, 4-bit
digital phase shifter and 5-bit digital phase shifter. It can be seen that higher
the number of bits higher the optimised directivity. More number of phase shifts
can be achieved with higher bit phase shifter.
Since the directivity is a function of location of the destination, a random variable
G with mean G¯ and variance σ2G is used to represent the directivity. The statistical
properties of G are shown in Table 4.5 for different combinations of M , q and P
for directivity maximisation and field intensity maximisation. By using a larger
number of array elements, the directivity of the array can be increased, but this
is achieved at the expense of a larger footprint of the communication device.
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Table 4.5: Statistical properties of maximum directivity for different values of M ,
q and P .
M q P
Directivity maximisation Field intensity maximisation
G¯ σ2G G¯ σ
2
G
3 0.3 3 3.2713 0.0123 2.1031 0.0137
3 0.3 4 3.3165 0.0086 2.3985 0.0120
3 0.3 5 3.3260 0.0081 2.3132 0.0056
3 0.4 3 3.2231 0.0026 3.0173 0.0088
3 0.4 4 3.2680 0.0011 3.0437 0.0063
3 0.4 5 3.2815 0.0009 3.0917 0.0021
3 0.5 3 2.9494 0.0013 2.9494 0.0013
3 0.5 4 2.9875 0.0001 2.9875 0.0001
3 0.5 5 2.9968 0.0000 2.9968 0.0000
4 0.3 3 4.8547 0.7946 3.0050 0.1552
4 0.3 4 5.0410 0.8069 3.1830 0.0247
4 0.3 5 5.0922 0.8759 3.1505 0.0108
4 0.4 3 4.3806 0.4985 3.9105 0.1918
4 0.4 4 4.4913 0.4802 3.9455 0.1242
4 0.4 5 4.5191 0.5048 3.9520 0.1077
4 0.5 3 3.7892 0.1494 3.6894 0.1404
4 0.5 4 3.8512 0.1695 3.7410 0.1344
4 0.5 5 3.8687 0.1749 3.7607 0.1387
5 0.3 3 5.1582 0.0052 3.9949 0.0131
5 0.3 4 5.4732 0.0357 3.9524 0.0257
5 0.3 5 5.5025 0.0334 3.8920 0.0049
5 0.4 3 5.1094 0.0021 3.3229 0.0153
5 0.4 4 5.2640 0.0048 4.3733 0.0094
5 0.4 5 5.2832 0.0035 4.4224 0.0042
5 0.5 3 4.8131 0.0023 4.6127 0.0296
5 0.5 4 4.8753 0.0002 4.8753 0.0002
5 0.5 5 4.8953 0.0000 4.7425 0.0011
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Figure 4.7: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of destination for M = 3,
q = 0.4 with different number of bits in the phase shifters. The values for the
considered example where φ0 = 50
◦ are indicated with dots.
Probability distribution of G does not show any particular pattern whereas the
variance is small for most of the combinations of M , q and P . Hence, the mean
of G can be used for further calculations. Probability density curves for few
combinations of M , q and P are shown in Figure 4.8. From the figures it is
evident that the probability distribution of G differs for different configuration of
antenna array. Also, the distribution does not match with any standard statistical
distributions.
Directivity for both field intensity and directivity optimisations for circular array
with M = 4 and, q = 0.4 and q = 0.5 has been plotted against the azimuth angle
of destination in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), respectively. It is evident that both
optimisations produce different results and directivity maximisation outperforms
the field intensity maximisation except for few instances where both of them
perform equally.
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Figure 4.8: Probability distributions of maximum directivity for various configu-
rations of antenna arrays.
Figure 4.10 shows the difference in directivity achieved by both the optimisations
for M = 4 for different inter element spacing.
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Figure 4.9: Directivity for field intensity maximisation and directivity maximi-
sation (a). M = 4 and q = 0.4. (b). M = 4, q = 0.5, with continuous phase
shifter
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Figure 4.10: Difference in directivity for both optimisations for M = 4 with
different inter-element spacing
4.2 Optimisation of Linear Antenna Arrays
4.2.1 Field Intensity Maximisation
Array factor of linear array with M number of antenna elements equally spaced
along the x-axis is given by Equation (3.32) where
xm = (m− 1)qλ. (4.13)
With isotropic elements, the field intensity at the direction of (θ0, φ0) will be
maximised when the following condition in the Equation (4.14) is satisfied.
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2pi(1− 1)q sin(θ0) cos(φ0) + α1 = 2pi(2− 1)q sin(θ0) cos(φ0) + α2 =
. . . = 2pi(M − 1)q sin(θ0) cos(φ1) + αM (4.14)
αm = −2pi(m− 1)q sin(θ0) cos(φ0) (4.15)
Thus, similar to circular array, magnitude of maximum array factor will be equal
to the number of elements in the array. Directivity when the field intensity is
maximised, is calculated for different configurations of phased array.
4.2.2 Directivity Maximisation
Directivity itself is maximised for different configurations of linear antenna array.
Figure 4.11 depicts the directivity against the azimuth angle of the destination for
3-element linear antenna array with different spacing between them. For linear
antenna array, not always the smaller spacing gives higher directivity.
Figure 4.12 shows the directivity values against the azimuth angle of the desti-
nation for directivity maximisation and field intensity maximisation.
However, for q = 0.5 , both optimisations produce the same output. It can be
seen from the Figure 4.13 where directivity obtained with those two optimisations
are drawn for different number of antennas with q = 0.5.
Figure 4.14 shows the directivity against the azimuth angle of destination for
different number of antennas with q = 0.4. It also confirms that with higher
number of antenna elements in an array higher directivity can be achieved. From
the figures 4.13 and 4.14, it can be seen that in broadside direction even though
the spacing is reduced directivity is also reduced. However, in end-fire direction
smaller spacing produces significant increase in gain.
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Figure 4.11: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of destination for M = 3
with different values of q and continuous phase shifter
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Figure 4.12: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of the destination for lin-
ear array with M = 4 and q = 0.4 for field intensity maximisation and directivity
maximisation.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of the destination for
linear array with q = 0.5 for different number of antennas for field intensity
maximisation and directivity maximisation.
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Figure 4.14: Maximum directivity versus azimuth angle of the destination for
q = 0.4 with different values of M and continuous phase shifter.
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Figure 4.15: Radiation pattern and directivity plot for linear array with M = 4,
q = 0.4 and the destination is in the direction of (θ0, φ0) = (90
◦, 20◦) for field
intensity maximisation and directivity maximisation.
From the radiation pattern plot and directivity plot shown in Figure 4.15, it is
evident that those two optimisations are two different ones and directvity maximi-
sation outperforms field intensity maximisation to reduce the transmission cost
in terms of power.
Figure 4.16 shows the difference in directivity achieved by both the optimisations
for M = 4 with different inter element spacing.
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Figure 4.16: Difference in directivity for both optimisations for M = 4 with
different inter element spacing.
4.3 Summary
Phased antenna arrays can greatly improve the performance of a wireless network
by means of proper phase excitation. As a conventional approach, phase excita-
tions are calculated such that field intensity at the destination is maximised to
optimise power at the nodes. In this chapter, it has been shown that directivity
maximisation outperforms field intensity maximisation for most of the antenna
configurations except when inter-element spacing is half wavelength (both of them
perform equally), to optimise power at the nodes. Directivity of a phased antenna
array can be maximised in the direction of the destination using delay line digital
phase shifters. Look-up table with destination location and corresponding value
of bit pattern of phase shifter at each node would make this approach much sim-
pler. Maximum directivity is calculated for different combinations of number of
antennas, antenna spacing and number of bits of phase shifter. Statistical prop-
erties of directivity value when maximising directivity and field intensity was also
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calculated for different combinations of number of antennas, antenna spacing and
number of bits of phase shifter.
In next chapter, distributed beamforming with enhanced directivity to further
decrease the transmit power of relays, will be investigated.
Chapter 5
Power Minimisation
This chapter analyses the performance of a cooperative wireless network con-
sisting of relays with digital phase shifter based circular smart antenna systems.
The smart antenna system includes antenna array, power splitter/combiner and
bank of digital phase shifters, as shown in the Figure 3.12(d). This chapter also
describes how the directivity maximisation is incorporated in distributed beam-
forming to optimise the transmit power of relays subject to a predefined threshold
value of received SNR. Not only the transmit beamforming is performed at the
relays, but receive beamforming is also performed for source-to-relay communi-
cation.
It clearly describes the minimisation of total transmit power of relays subject to
received SNR at the destination and compares this network with single antenna
relay network in terms of total transmit power of relays with transmit beam-
forming only, and with both transmit and receive beamforming. The power is
minimised using the method presented in [9] but with the corrected correlation
matrix. Therefore, this chapter compares the power minimisation results of this
research study with that of [9].
In brief, each relay with smart antenna system maximises the directivity in the
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direction of the destination by changing the phase of each antenna element by
means of a digital phase shifter. After the directivity maximisation, weight vector
for distributed beamforming is calculated such that the total transmit power of
relays is minimised subject to received SNR threshold. To further increase the
performance, directivity is maximised in source-to-relay communication as well.
In this chapter, Section 5.1 gives all the calculation of power and SNR, Section
5.2 gives the simulation results and finally Section 5.3 summarises this chapter
at the end.
5.1 Calculation of Power and SNR
A wireless network shown in the Figure 5.1 is composed of single antenna relays
shown in blue colour. Antennas of these relays marked separately next to the
blue colour mobile symbols. Since the relays are equipped with single antenna
elements, directivity from each relay cannot be improved by phase excitations.
However, distributed beamforming can be performed by the coordination of relays
among themselves.
Figure 5.2 shows the wireless network with multi-antenna elements performing
receive beamforming. During source-to-relay communication, with the proper
selection of phase excitations, each relay maximises the directivity in the direction
of the source such that more power from the source is received.
Similarly Figure 5.3 shows the process of transmit beamforming for relay-to-
destination communication.
The variables fi and gi are the source to i-th relay channel coefficients and i-th
relay to the destination channel coefficients, respectively. It is assumed that each
node operates in half-duplex mode and can either transmit or receive signals at
any given time. The communication between the source and the destination is
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Figure 5.1: Network model for single antenna relays with isotropic antennas.
based on two phases: broadcast phase and cooperation phase. During the broad-
cast phase, the source node broadcasts the signals to be transmitted to all the
relays, while all the relays transmit the signal to the destination cooperatively
during the cooperation phase. The cooperation could be in terms of synchro-
nisation, coding or signal conditioning. Depending on the chosen cooperation
protocol, the destination can exploit the direct signal from the source during the
signal reconstruction. In this work, any particular cooperation scheme is not
considered. It is assumed that exact location information of the source and the
destination is known to relays such that the directivity can be maximised in that
directions.
First, the source broadcasts the signal
√
P0s where P0 and s are transmit power
and information symbol, respectively, and E{|s2|} = 1. Relays perform non-
regenerative amplify-and-forward transmission. As flat fading scenario is as-
sumed, the received signal at i-th relay, xi can be written as
xi =
M∑
m=1
√
P0fie
jαrms+ ni, (5.1)
where ni is the total noise at i-th relay with zero mean and σ
2
r variance, and
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Figure 5.2: Network model for multi-antenna relays with isotropic antenna ele-
ments with enhanced directivity for receive beamforming.
αrm is the phase excitation at m-th element of antenna array while receiving the
signal to optimise the directivity in the direction of source, as described in Section
4.1.2. Thus, the achieved directivity of the phased array at i-th relay will be Gri .
This configuration can be considered as relay with one antenna element receiving
signal with corresponding directivity. Therefore, the received signal at ith relay
can be rewritten as
xi =
√
P0
√
Grifis+ ni. (5.2)
It is assumed that noise power of each relay is equal. Each relay applies beam-
forming weight wi to the received signal. It can be defined as
wi = |wi|eαi . (5.3)
Apart from the calculated complex weight, additional phase excitation, wm for
array elements is also applied for transmit beamforming. The received signal xi,m
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Figure 5.3: Network model for multi-antenna relays with isotropic antenna ele-
ments with enhanced directivity for transmit beamforming.
and complex weight wi,m at m-th element of i-th relay can be expressed as
xi,m =
√
P0
√
Grifis+ ni,m. (5.4)
wi,m =
wi√
M
× wm
=
|wi|√
M
e(αi+α
t
m), (5.5)
where the noise term of one element of a relay, ni,m, can be defined as
ni,m =
ni√
M
. (5.6)
Then the relays transmit the signal to the destination, and the signal from m-th
element of i-th relay can be written as
yi,m = wi,mxi,m. (5.7)
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The received signal at the destination can now be expressed as
z =
r∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
giyi,m + nd
=
√
P0
r∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
wi,m
√
Grifigis︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal component
+
r∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
wi,mgini,m + nd︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise component
, (5.8)
where nd is noise at the destination, with zero mean and σ
2
d variance. Let the
optimised directivity for i-th relay in the direction of the destination beGti. Hence,
the Equation (5.8) can be written as
z =
√
P0
r∑
i=1
wi
√
Grifi
√
Gtigis+
r∑
i=1
wi
√
Gtigini + nd. (5.9)
Even though individual power constraint is a more practical approach, from a net-
work design point of view, the total transmit power is of primary concern. Also,
total power minimisation will reduce the interference to other source-destination
pair communication. Total transmitted power of relays Pt can be obtained as
Pt =
r∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
E{|yi,m|2}
=
r∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
|wi,m|2E{|xi,m|2}, (5.10)
Power minimisation subject to received SNR threshold is carried out by following
the same method in [9]. Hence, from the Equations (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) total
transmit power of the relays can be expressed as
Pt =
r∑
i=1
|wi|2E{|xi|2} (5.11)
= wHDw, (5.12)
where
w = [w1 w2 . . . wr]
T
D = P0 diag
([
Gr1E
{|f1|2} Gr2E {|f2|2} . . . GrrE {|fr|2}])+ σ2rI.
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and (·)T , (·)H , I and diag (a) are the transpose vector and Hermitian trans-
pose, identity matrix and diagonal matrix with diagonal entries from vector a,
respectively. Received signal power Ps can be calculated as
Ps = E
√P0
∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
i=1
wi
√
Grifi
√
Gtigis
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (5.13)
= wHRw, (5.14)
where R is the correlation matrix of
√
GR  f 
√
GT  g which is given by
R = P0E
{(√
GR  f 
√
GT  g
)(√
GR  f 
√
GT  g
)H}
, (5.15)
where f , g, GR and GT are [f1 f2 . . . fr]
T , [g1 g2 . . . gr]
T , [Gr1 G
r
2 . . . G
r
r]
T ,
[Gt1 G
t
2 . . . G
t
r]
T , respectively and  is the element-wise Schur-Hadamard prod-
uct. Similarly, the total noise power at the destination, Pn can be calculated from
Pn = E

∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
i=1
wi
√
Gtigini + nd
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (5.16)
= wHQw + σ2d, (5.17)
where
Q = σ2diag
([
E
{
Gt1|g1|2
}
E
{
Gt2|g2|2
}
. . . E
{
Gtr|gr|2
}])
. (5.18)
However in [9], Q was computed as non-diagonal matrix. Hence, it can be written
as follows:
Q = σ2rE
{(√
GT  g
)(√
GT  g
)H}
. (5.19)
We use the mean value of directivity instead of explicitly computing appropriate
values for phase shifts and directivity, for weight determination. This reduced
the complexity of the simulation considerably. Hence, for instance, the Equation
(5.9) can be modified as
z =
√
P0
r∑
i=1
wi
√
G¯fi
√
G¯gis+
r∑
i=1
wi
√
G¯gini + nd. (5.20)
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5.1.1 Optimisation
The aim of this work is to minimise the total transmit power of relays, Pt such
that SNR at the destination is above a predefined threshold value, γ. It can be
mathematically defined as
minimise
w
wHDw
subject to
wHRw
wHQw + σ2d
≥ γ.
The above optimisation problem can equivalently be written as
minimise
w˜
|w˜|2
subject to w˜HD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2w˜ ≥ γσ2d,
where
w˜ = D1/2w.
At the optimum, inequality constraint will be equality, because at the equality
only |w˜| will be the least value which gives the minimal power. Hence,
w˜HD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2w˜ = γσ2d. (5.21)
Lagrange multiplier λ is used to solve this problem and the function can be
written as
L(w˜, λ) = |w˜|2 − λ
(
w˜HD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2w˜ − γσ2d
)
(5.22)
∂L(w˜, λ)
∂w˜H
= 0 (5.23)
D−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2w˜ = 1
λ
w˜. (5.24)
From the Equation (5.24) w˜ is the eigenvector of the matrix D−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2
and 1/λ is the corresponding eigenvalue. When multiply both sides of the Equa-
tion (5.24) by λw˜H ,
w˜Hw˜ = λw˜HD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2w˜ = λγσ2d. (5.25)
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Maximum of the eigenvalue 1/λ will minimise the total transmit power hence
largest eigenvalue will be the solution. However, corresponding principal eigen-
vector may not satisfy the equality constraint in the Equation (5.21). Hence,
solution for w˜ can be written as
w˜∗ = ku, (5.26)
where
u = P {D−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2} . (5.27)
and k should be chosen to satisfy the Equation (5.21). P {·} represents nor-
malised principal eigenvector of a matrix. Hence, from Equation (5.21), k can be
computed as follows:
k =
(
γσ2d
uHD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2u
)1/2
(5.28)
w =
(
γσ2d
uHD−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2u
)1/2
×D−1/2P {D−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2} .
(5.29)
The minimum total power of relay, Pt can be obtained as
Pt = |w˜∗|2. (5.30)
From the Equations (5.24) and (5.25),
Pt =
γσ2d
λmax
[
D−1/2(R− γQ)D−1/2
] (5.31)
where λmax(·) is the principal eigenvalue of a matrix.
5.2 Simulation Results
The proposed multiple antenna distributed beamforming scheme is simulated in
MATLAB and compared with the case of single antenna distributed beamform-
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Figure 5.4: Location of the destination for simulation.
ing. Simulation parameters similar to those of reference [9] are used for a fair
comparison. In order to simulate the varying beam directions, it was assumed
that the relay nodes are uniformly distributed in a half circle of radius l centered
at the source, and the destination is located at an arbitrary position along the
dashed line with radius 1.5l as shown in Figure 5.4. A fixed distance was kept
between the source and the destination to suppress the effect of path loss. It
is also assumed that the second order channel statistics of the source-relay and
relay-destination channels are also available at the relays. The minimum trans-
mit power is calculated for approximately 120 random destination locations along
the dashed line in Figure 5.4. Here, the independent channels were assumed to
be Rician fading and those, fi and gi are modeled as βi = β¯i + β˜i with a mean
of β¯i and a zero mean random variable β˜i. The mean and variance of channel
coefficients βi can be written as [57]
β¯i =
ejψi√
1 + αβ
(5.32)
var(βi) =
αβ
(1 + αβ)
, (5.33)
where ψi = θi and ψi = δi are independent random variables corresponding for fi
and gi, respectively, distributed uniformly in the interval of [0, 2pi]. The variable
αβ = αf or αβ = αg are the parameters which determine the level of uncertainty
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in the source-relay channel and relay-destination channel, respectively and can
be expressed as
αf , αg =
1
Rician K-factor
=
energy in scattered path
energy in specular path
The minimum transmit power with 20 relays was calculated. Figure 5.5(a) and
Figure 5.5(b) show the mean value of minimum relay transmit power as a function
of SNR threshold for different values of αg when Q is diagonal and Q is non
diagonal as in [9], respectively for M = 3, q = 0.4 and P = 3. Transmit power
of source and the noise at the destination are taken as 0 dBW. For instance, in
Figure 5.5(a) with αg = −20 dB and a received SNR threshold of 5 dB, a total
relay transmit power of −1.48 dBW is required for single antenna scenario, while
for the smart antenna scenario, only −9.26 dBW is required. A reduction of 7.78
dBW in required minimum power is achieved. Similarly in Figure 5.5(b), with
single antenna -2.50 dBW and with smart antenna -9.46 dBW transmit power is
required with a reduction of 6.96 dbW.
The power gain increases for higher received SNR thresholds. It is shown in the
Figure 5.6(a) showing the power gain of smart antenna relay network w.r.t single
antenna relay network. Power reduction is not linear with respect to the SNR
threshold. Even greater power reduction is achieved at higher values of the SNR
threshold. Power gain when Q is non-diagonal is shown in Figure 5.6(b). Even
though, it seems better performance with non diagonal Q, non diagonality of Q
is not mathematically correct when noise and channel are independent from each
other.
Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show the mean value of required minimum transmit
power for different values of αf when αg = 5 dB versus received SNR threshold
when Q is diagonal and Q is non diagonal as in [9], respectively with M = 3,
q = 0.4 and P = 3.
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Similar to the Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) depict the
power gain of smart antenna relays w.r.t single antenna relays for different αf and
αg = 5 dB. It is evident that the transmit power of multiple antenna relays with
enhanced directivity is decreased by a factor approximately equal to the array
directivity. Even with higher channel uncertainty of αf or αg, better performance
can be achieved with multiple antenna relays compared to a single-antenna relay
network. Not only is the required transmit power reduced, but robustness against
the channel uncertainty is also enhanced.
Next, the validity of the above simulation is verified by simulating the perfor-
mance of the proposed system with explicit value of directivity for approximately
120 random destination locations at a fixed distance from the source. The results
obtained using explicit values of the directivity and mean value of the directivity
were essentially identical as shown in Figure 5.9(a), which confirms the validity
of the simplified approach of using the mean of directivity. It has been shown
for non diagonal Q as well in the Figure 5.9(b). Thus the analysis presented in
this paper can be used to characterize the minimum power requirements at the
relays.
Required minimum transmit power of relays for smart antenna relays and single
antenna relays is shown in the Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b) when transmit beam-
forming only is performed. From those figures it can be observed that with the
same transmit of power of relays higher SNR at the destination can be achieved.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of average minimum relay transmit power vs SNR thresh-
old for single and multiple antenna networks with different αg for M = 3, q = 0.4
with 3-bit phase shifter in single antenna relay network and multi-antenna relay
network for αf = −5 dB.
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Figure 5.6: Power gain of multi-antenna relay network w.r.t single antenna relay
network vs SNR threshold for different αg for M = 3, q = 0.4 with 3-bit phase
shifter for αf = −5 dB.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of average minimum relay transmit power vs SNR thresh-
old for single and multiple antenna networks with different αf for M = 3, q = 0.4
with 3-bit phase shifter in single antenna relay network and multi-antenna relay
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Figure 5.8: Power gain of multi-antenna relay network w.r.t single antenna relay
network vs SNR threshold for different αf for M = 3, q = 0.4 with 3-bit phase
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Figure 5.9: Average minimum transmit power of relays using mean value of
directivity and exact value of directivity calculated for each relay when αf = −10
dB and αg = −10 dB.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of average minimum relay transmit power vs SNR
threshold for single and multiple antenna networks with different αf and αg for
M = 3, q = 0.4 with 3-bit phase shifter in single antenna relay network and
multi-antenna relay network with transmit beamforming only.
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5.3 Summary
Distributed beamforming is a signal processing technique used by cooperative re-
lays to optimise the network performance by proper excitations. It can be further
improved with multiple antenna relays. In this work, relays at cooperative com-
munication network are equipped with circular smart antenna arrays which have
equal aperture in all directions in its plane. First the directivity of the antenna
array at each relay node is maximised in the direction of source by changing the
phase vector appropriately. This change in phase vector is achieved by means
of a delay line phase shifters. For relay-to-destination communication also the
directivity is maximised in the direction of the destination. In addition to this
phase shifts, the weights for each relay is calculated such that total transmit
power of relays is minimised while maintaining the received SNR above a prede-
fined threshold value. This network with multiple antenna relays was compared
with network with single antenna relays in terms of minimum transmit power.
Simulation results show that there is significant improvement in power usage with
multiple antenna relays.
In next chapter, transmit power minimisation subject to received SNR threshold
and received SNR maximisation subject to transmit power constraint will be
evaluated to find a trade-off between those.

Chapter 6
Optimisation Duality
This chapter presents a comparison of relay power minimisation subject to re-
ceived SNR at the receiver and SNR maximisation subject to the total transmitted
power of relays for a typical wireless network with distributed beamforming. It is
desirable to maximise receiver QoS and also to minimise the cost of transmission
in terms of power. Commonly, either QoS of the receiver is optimised or the total
transmitted power is minimised.
SNR will be a suitable performance measure of the receiver QoS, since it simulta-
neously maximises information capacity and minimises outage when the channel
information is perfectly known at relays and the receiver [23]. On the other
hand, transmit power minimisation will be appropriate in efforts to enhance the
network life time and energy costs. Even though individual power constraints
on cooperative relays are a more practical approach, the total transmit power is
of primary concern from a network design perspective. Total power minimisa-
tion will also reduce the interference to other transmitter-receiver communication
pairs. Although optimisation of these performance metrics has been studied in-
tensively in the literature, a trade off between them is yet to be investigated. SNR
maximisation in distributed beamforming was considered in [13, 14] and power
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minimisation was analysed in [6, 7]. Reference [8] investigated both capacity
maximisation (i.e. SNR maximisation) and power minimisation. However sim-
ulation results for power versus SNR were not shown and the trade-off between
the different sets of results was not studied. In [9], both optimisation approaches
were also considered separately, but the relationship between the obtained results
was not analysed. Similarly, relay power minimisation and SNR maximisation
for bi-directional transmission were considered individually in [10].
This chapter numerically analyses the results for power minimisation and SNR
maximisation and find a relationship between those two optimisations.
6.1 SNR Maximisation
For the network model of one transmitter, one receiver and r relays shown in
Figure 5.1, received SNR is maximised subject to the total transmit power of
relays in [9]. From Equations (5.12), (5.14) and (5.17), this optimisation can be
mathematically expressed as
maximise
w
wHRw
wHQw + σ2d
subject to wHDw ≤ PmaxT .
Only the single antenna network is considered here because objective is to analyse
the trade-off between received SNR maximisation and transmit power minimisa-
tion. Since adding directivity will not affect the analysis, single antenna networks
are considered without directivity maximisation. Hence, GR and GT will be equal
to 1. Also, location information is not required and only channel state statistics
are needed. The above optimisation is carried out by following the same method
in [9] as follows. If w is expressed as
w =
√
pD−1/2w˜,
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where w˜Hw˜ = 1, equivalently the above optimisation can be written as,
maximise
w
pw˜HR˜w˜
pw˜HQ˜w˜ + σ2d
subject to p ≤ PmaxT |w˜|2 = 1.
where
R˜ = D−1/2RD−1/2. (6.1)
Q˜ = D−1/2QD−1/2. (6.2)
Since the above objective function is an increasing function in p optimal value
for p is PmaxT . The optimisation can thus be written as
maximise
w
PmaxT w˜
HR˜w˜
PmaxT w˜
HQ˜w˜ + σ2d
subject to |w˜|2 = 1.
Since |w˜|2 = 1, noise power Pn can be expressed as
Pn = w˜
H
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜. (6.3)
SNR =
PmaxT w˜
HR˜w˜
w˜H
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜
. (6.4)
As in [58], to maximise the SNR, noise power is minimised as follows:
minimise
w
w˜H
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜
subject to w˜HR˜w˜ = 1.
(6.5)
Lagrange multiplier λ is used to solve the above optimisation. Hence,
L(w˜, λ) = w˜H
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜ + λ(1− w˜HR˜w˜). (6.6)
∂L(w˜, λ)
∂wH
= 0. (6.7)(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜ = λR˜w˜. (6.8)
Since the matrices Q˜ + σ2dI and R˜ are positive semidefinite, values for λ will be
non-negative real number. Multiplying both sides by
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)−1
,
1
λ
w˜ =
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)−1
R˜w˜. (6.9)
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Hence the solution for w˜ will be the principal eigenvector of
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)−1
R˜
and 1/λ will be the corresponding largest eigenvalue. Therefore, weight vector
can be written as
w =
√
PmaxT D
−1/2P
{(
σ2dI + P
max
T D
−1/2QD−1/2
)−1 ×D−1/2RD−1/2} . (6.10)
However to satisfy the equality constraint in Equation (6.5), w in Equation (6.10)
should be normalised but normalisation will not affect the received SNR in Equa-
tion (6.4).
By multiplying both sides in Equation (6.8) with w˜H , noise power can be obtained
as
w˜H
(
PmaxT Q˜ + σ
2
dI
)
w˜ = λw˜HR˜w˜. (6.11)
From Equation (6.5)
Pn = λ. (6.12)
Hence maximum achievable SNR subject to total transmit power of relays was
found as
SNRmax =
PmaxT × 1
λ
(6.13)
= PmaxT
λmax
{(
σ2dI + P
max
T D
−1/2QD−1/2
)−1
D−1/2RD−1/2
}
. (6.14)
With 20 relays and 0 dBW of source transmit power, noise power at each re-
lay and noise power at the receiver, the minimum total transmit power of relays
was calculated for different values of the predefined SNR threshold. The achiev-
able maximum SNR at the destination subject to transmit power of relays for
different values of αg and αf = −5 dB is shown in Figure 6.1. Similarly, the
minimum power of relays required to achieve the SNR threshold at the receiver
was calculated for different values of αg and the results are shown in Figure 6.2.
The results of Figure 6.2 are also plotted by interchanging the graph axes and are
shown as markers in Figure 6.3. It was found that the two sets of results show a
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high level of agreement. This illustrates the duality of the two approaches. For
example, in order to obtain a received SNR threshold of 10 dB with αg = -20 dB,
the minimum transmit power is 2.57 dBW (see Figure 6.2). On the other hand,
with 2.57 dBW transmit power of relays, the maximum achievable received SNR
is 10 dB (see Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: SNR maximisation results for αf = −5 dB and different values of αg
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of power minimisation and SNR maximisation results
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6.2 Summary
Two optimisations (total relay transmit power minimisation and received SNR
maximisation) are considered and the trade-off between them is investigated.
Surprisingly, those two optimisations result in same answers although these are
often performed independently. Hence, either one of the performance optimisa-
tion approaches can be used exclusively, since it would simultaneously guarantee
both optimum quality of service and optimum energy costs.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
In phased antenna arrays, to maximise the received power at the destination or
to minimise the transmit power of the source field intensity is often maximised
as a conventional approach. In this research study, directivity maximisation is
compared to field intensity maximisation for linear and circular antenna arrays.
From the results of this study, it is concluded that directivity maximisation gives
better results than field intensity maximisation.
Performance of distributed beamforming with smart antenna array equipped relay
nodes has been investigated in this research study. Distributed beamforming can
be used in wireless ad-hoc networks such as wireless sensor networks and vehicular
networks, where close-by nodes cooperate to transmit information from a source
node to a destination node. Smart antenna system has simpler hardware and
ability to change the excitations adaptively. To minimise the transmit power of
relays subject to received SNR at the destination, weights are calculated by means
of optimisation methods. However, prior to power minimisation, directivity from
each relay towards the source and destination is maximised by changing the phase
excitation of each antenna in an array when receiving and transmitting the signal,
respectively. As a more practical approach, digital phase shifters are considered
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to apply phase shifts for receive and transmit beamforming. Hence, only limited
number of phase excitations can be provided to maximise the directivity in the
direction of the source or the destination. After the directivity maximisation only
total transmit power of relays is minimised. From the analysis it is concluded
that minimum transmit power of relays is significantly reduced even more than
the total directivity gain achieved by receive and transmit beamformings.
Minimisation of total transmit power of relays subject to received SNR threshold
and maximisation of received SNR subject to total transmit power of relays have
been performed independently in past research. The trade-off between those
two optimisation is still an open research question. In this research study, the
trade-off between them is analysed and surprisingly both optimisations output
the same result. Hence, either one of the performance optimisation approaches
can be used exclusively, since it would simultaneously guarantee both optimum
quality of service and optimum energy costs.
7.1 Significant Research Outcomes
One can expect that maximising the field intensity will eventually maximise the
directivity as well. Nevertheless, from the results shown in Chapter 4, it has
been clearly shown that maximising field intensity and maximising directivity
will give different results and directivity has to be maximised to minimise the
total transmit power.
Though MIMO relays will be able to provide the directivity maximisation, smart
antenna system has a simpler hardware configuration. Hence, proposed configu-
ration of relay will reduce the hardware configuration of antenna terminals.
It is expected that a power gain equivalent to twice the directivity to be achieved
when both transmit and receive beamforming are performed at relay nodes. How-
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ever, it was observed that a power gain exceeding the total diversity gain can be
achieved at high levels of SNR thresholds.
In minimising total transmit power of relays subject to received SNR threshold
at the destination, optimality is achieved when inequality constraint becomes
equality. Since both the objective function and the constraints are equations,
minimisation of total transmit power of relays subject to received SNR threshold
at the destination can now be considered as maximisation of the received SNR
subject to total transmit power of relays as well. This equality of two optimisa-
tions is shown by comparing the analytical results from each optimisation.
7.2 Future Directions
Though this research study presents a comprehensive analysis of the distributed
beamforming, this work can further be extended and evaluated as outlined below.
In this thesis, Rician channels have only been investigated. In practice, in urban
areas, the channels can also be Rayleigh type. Therefore, work of this thesis
should be extended to Rayleigh type channels as well.
In Chapter 5, only one source-destination pair is considered. If multiple source-
destination pairs are considered, there will be a question as to which destination
the beam should be directed to. Therefore, for each source-destination pair,
different relays should be selected from a pool of relays. Hence, there should
be an algorithm for relay selection when multiple source-destination pairs are
communicating simultaneously.
Since the antennas are placed relatively close in the power optimisation scheme
considered, channel from each antenna belonging to a relay was assumed identical.
Therefore, it is important to consider the case where each antenna has a different
channel with some correlation between them.
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A table can be created such that one can easily find the required phase shifts
along with the number of antennas, relative distance, azimuth angle of direction
of the destination, elevation angle of direction of the destination and the number
of bits of digital phase shifter.
Appendix A
MATLAB Code
A.1 Field Intensity Maximisation of Circular An-
tenna Array
A.1.1 Field Intensity.m
%%%%%% Field Intensity Maximisation with and without %%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% Digital Phase Shifters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear
M=4; % number of antenna elements
q=0.3; % spacing between antennas=q*lamda
P=3; % number of bits in phase shifter
Field Intensity Nobit(M,q) % continuous phase shifter
Field Intensity Bit(M,q,P) % digital phase shifter
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A.1.2 Field Intensity Nobit.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% with continuous phase shifter %%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Field Intensity Nobit(M,q)
theta0=pi/2; % elevation angle
%%% Position of each antenna %%%
phi m=[];
for m=1:M
a=pi/2+(m−1)*2*pi/M;
phi m=[phi m a];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% Optimisation %%%%%%
alpha m=[];
i=0;
for phi0=0:.1:180 % azimuth angle of direction of the destination
i=i+1;
phi r=phi0*pi/180; % in radian
for m=1:M % Phase shift for each antenna
b=pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*(cos(phi r−phi m(1))−...
cos(phi r−phi m(m)));
if b>0
b=b−2*pi;
end
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alpha m=[alpha m b];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Numerator of directivity %%%%%%%%%%
c=@(phi r0) sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*...
exp(1j*pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r0−phi m)));
d=@(phi r0) abs(c(phi r0))ˆ2;
num dir=d(phi r);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Denominator of directivity %%%%%%%
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta).*...
cos(phi−phi m(m))+alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Maximum value of field intensity %%%%%%
F=@(phi r0) abs(c(phi r0));
Max F=F(phi r)/M;
Max F mat(i)=Max F;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dir(i)=4*pi*num dir/den dir;
Rx(i)=phi0;
alpha m=[];
end
figure(1)
plot(Rx,Max F mat) % Plot for maximum field intensity
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hold on
figure(2)
plot(Rx,dir) % Plot for directivity
hold on
mu ideal=mean(dir)
vari ideal=var(dir)
A.1.3 Field Intensity Bit.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% with digital phase shifter %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Field Intensity Bit(M,q,P)
theta0=pi/2;
%%% Position of each antenna %%%
phi m=[];
for m=1:M
a=pi/2+(m−1)*2*pi/M;
phi m=[phi m a];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% Optimisation %%%%%%
Max F mat=[];
fin dir mat=[];
i=0;
lb=zeros(1,M); % lower bound
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ub=lb+2ˆP−1; % upper bound 2ˆP−1.
ub(1)=0; % Phase shift for first antenna is 0.
IntCon =1:M; % Indices of integer variable
for phi0=0:0.1:180 % azimuth angle of direction of the destination
i=i+1;
phi r=phi0*pi/180;
f=@(alpha m)Field Intensity Bit optim(alpha m,M,q,P,phi r,...
phi m,theta0); % function to optimise
options = gaoptimset(@ga);
options.PopulationSize=15000;
[alpha m,RadPat opti] = ga(f,M,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[],...
IntCon,options); % optimisation using genetic algorithm
num dir=RadPat optiˆ2; % numerator of directivity
%%% Denominator of directivity %%%%
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta).*...
cos(phi−phi m(m))−2*pi/2ˆP*alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Max F=−1/M*RadPat opti; % Normalised maximum field intensity
Max F mat=[Max F mat Max F];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
directivity=4*pi*num dir/den dir;
fin dir mat=[fin dir mat directivity];
Rx(i)=phi0;
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end
figure(1)
plot(Rx,Max F mat,'r')% Plot for maximum field intensity
xlabel('Azimuth angle of direction of destination, \phi 0')
ylabel('Maximum normalised Field intensity')
title(['M = ' num2str(M) '; P = ' num2str(P) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
figure(2)
plot(Rx,fin dir mat,'r') % Plot for directivity
xlabel('Azimuth angle of direction of destination, \phi 0')
ylabel('Directivity')
title(['M = ' num2str(M) '; P = ' num2str(P) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
mu=mean(fin dir mat)
vari=var(fin dir mat)
A.1.4 Field Intensity Bit optim.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% function to optimise %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function radiation= Field Intensity Bit optim(alpha m,M,q,P,phi r,...
phi m,theta0)
radiation= −1*abs(sum(exp(1j*−2*pi/2ˆP*alpha m).*...
exp(1j*pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r−phi m))));
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A.2 Directivity Maximisation of Circular An-
tenna Array
A.2.1 Directivity.m
%%%%%% Directivity Optimisation with and without %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% Digital Phase Shifters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear
M=4; % number of antenna elements
q=0.3; % spacing between antennas=q*lamda
P=3; % number of bits in phase shifter
Directivity Nobit(M,q) % continuous phase shifter
Directivity Bit(M,q,P) % digital phase shifter
A.2.2 Directivity Nobit.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% with continuous phase shifter %%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Directivity Nobit(M,q)
theta0=pi/2; % elevation angle
%%% Position of each antenna %%%
phi m=[];
for m=1:M
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a=pi/2+(m−1)*2*pi/M;
phi m=[phi m a];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% Optimisation %%%%%%
i=0;
for phi0=0:0.1:180 % azimuth angle of direction of the destination
i=i+1;
phi r=phi0*pi/180; % in radian
f=@(alpha m)Directivity Nobit optim(alpha m,M,q,phi r,phi m,...
theta0); % function to optimise
gs = GlobalSearch('Display','iter'); % Global search optimisation
if i==1
x0=zeros(1,M);
gs.NumTrialPoints=4000;
else
x0=alpha m;
gs.NumTrialPoints=200;
gs.NumStageOnePoints=10;
end
ub=zeros(1,M);
lb=zeros(1,M)−2*pi;
lb(1)=0;
problem = createOptimProblem('fmincon','objective', f, 'x0', x0,...
'Aineq', [], 'bineq', [], 'Aeq', [], 'beq', [], 'lb', lb,...
'ub', ub);
[alpha m,direc opti] = run(gs,problem);
dir optim=−1*direc opti*4*pi; % optimised value of directivity
Rx(i)=phi0;
max D nobit(i)=dir optim;
result=alpha m*180/pi % optimised values of phase excitations
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end
save(['H:\MATLAB\Circular Antenna Array\Directivity\Variables\', ...
'M' num2str(M) ' q' num2str(q*10)],'Rx','max D nobit')...
%save values in a mat file
plot(Rx,max D nobit)
hold on
A.2.3 Directivity Nobit optim.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% function to optimise %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function direc = Directivity Nobit optim(alpha m,M,q,phi r,phi m,theta0)
alpha m(1)=0;
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta).*cos(phi−...
phi m(m))+alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
direc= −1*abs(sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*exp(1j*pi*q...
*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r−phi m))))...
*abs(sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*exp(1j*pi*q...
*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r−phi m))))/den dir;
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A.2.4 Directivity Bit.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% with digital phase shifter %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Directivity Bit(M,q,P)
theta0=pi/2;
%%% Position of each antenna %%%
phi m=[];
for m=1:M
a=pi/2+(m−1)*2*pi/M;
phi m=[phi m a];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% Optimisation %%%%%%
i=0;
lb=zeros(1,M); % lower bound
ub=lb+2ˆP−1; % upper bound 2ˆP−1.
ub(1)=0; % phase shift for first antenna is 0.
IntCon =1:M; % indices of integer variable
for phi0=0:0.1:180 % azimuth angle of direction of the destination
i=i+1;
phi r=phi0*pi/180;
f=@(alpha m)Directivity Bit optim(alpha m,M,q,P,phi r,phi m,...
theta0); % function to optimise
options = gaoptimset(@ga);
options.PopulationSize=1000;
[alpha m,direc opti] = ga(f,M,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[],IntCon,...
options); % optimisation using genetic algorithm
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dir optim=direc opti*4*pi*−1;
Rx(i)=phi0;
max D(i)=dir optim;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
mu=mean(max D)
vari=var(max D)
save(['H:\MATLAB\Circular Antenna Array\Directivity\Variables\', ...
'M' num2str(M) ' P' num2str(P) ' q' num2str(q*10)],'Rx','max D')
plot(Rx,max D,'r')
xlabel('Azimuth angle of direction of destination, \phi 0')
ylabel('Maximum directivity D m a x')
title(['M = ' num2str(M) '; P = ' num2str(P) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
figure
[f1,x1,u1]=ksdensity(max D);
plot(x1,f1)
xlabel('Directivity')
ylabel('Probability density')
title(['Probability Density Function' ' M = ' num2str(M) '; ...
P = ' num2str(P) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
A.2.5 Directivity Bit optim.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% function to optimise %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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function direc= Directivity Bit optim(alpha m,M,q,P,phi r,phi m,theta0)
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(pi*q*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta).*cos(phi−...
phi m(m))−2*pi/2ˆP*alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
direc= −1*abs(sum(exp(1j*−2*pi/2ˆP*alpha m).*exp(1j*pi*q ...
*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r−phi m))))*...
abs(sum(exp(1j*−2*pi/2ˆP*alpha m).*exp(1j*pi*q ...
*csc(pi/M)*sin(theta0)*cos(phi r−phi m))))/den dir;
A.3 Field Intensity Maximisation of Linear An-
tenna Array
A.3.1 Field Intensity Linear.m
%%%%%%%%% Field Intensity Maximisation %%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear
M=5;
q=.5;
Field Intensity Linear Nobit(M,q)
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A.3.2 Field Intensity Linear Nobit.m
function Field Intensity Linear Nobit(M,q)
alpha m=[];
i=0;
fin dir mat=[];
theta0=pi/2;
for phi0=0:0.1:180
i=i+1;
phi0 r=phi0*pi/180; % in radian
for m=1:M
if phi0 r>pi/2
phi0 r=pi−phi0 r;
end
b=−2*pi*(m−1)*q*cos(phi0 r); % required phase shift
if b>0
b=b−2*pi;
end
alpha m=[alpha m b];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% E field %%%%%%%%%%
m=0:M−1;
c=@(phi0 1) sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*exp(1j*2*pi*m*q...
*sin(theta0).*cos(phi0 1)));
d=@(phi0 1) abs(c(phi0 1));
num dir=d(phi0 r)ˆ2;
Max F=d(phi0 r)/M; % Normalised radiation intensity
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Max F mat(i)=Max F;
Rx(i)=phi0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Denominator of Directivity %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(2*pi*q*(m−1)*sin(theta).*cos(phi)+...
alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fin dir=4*pi*num dir/den dir;
fin dir mat=[fin dir mat fin dir];
Rx(i)=phi0;
alpha m=[];
end
mu=mean(fin dir mat)
vari=var(fin dir mat)
plot(Rx,Max F mat,'g') % Plot for normalised field intensity
xlabel('Angle of Direction of the destination')
ylabel('Maximum Field Intensity')
title('Field Intensity of Linear antenna array')
figure(2)
plot(Rx,fin dir mat,'r') % Plot for Directivity
xlabel('Angle of Direction of the destination')
ylabel('Directivity')
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title(['M = ' num2str(M) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
figure
hist(fin dir mat,180)
title(['Histogram' ' M = ' num2str(M) '; q = ' num2str(q)])
xlabel('Directivity')
ylabel('Frequency')
figure
[f1,x1,u1]=ksdensity(fin dir mat);
plot(x1,f1)
xlabel('Directivity')
ylabel('Probability density')
title(['Probability Density Function' ' M = ' num2str(M) ';...
q = ' num2str(q)])
A.4 Directivity Maximisation of Linear Antenna
Array
A.4.1 Directivity Linear.m
%%%%%% Directivity Maximisation with and without %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%% Digital Phase Shifters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear
M=3; % number of antenna elements
q=0.5; % spacing between antennas=q*lamda
Directivity Linear Nobit(M,q)
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A.4.2 Directivity Linear Nobit.m
function Directivity Linear Nobit(M,q)
theta0=pi/2;
i=0;
for phi0=0:0.1:180 % azimuth angle of direction of the destination
i=i+1;
phi0 r=phi0*pi/180; % in radian
f=@(alpha m)Directivity Linear Nobit optim(alpha m,M,q,phi0 r,...
theta0); % function to optimise
gs = GlobalSearch('Display','iter'); % Global seaarch optimisation
if i==1
x0=zeros(1,M);
gs.NumTrialPoints=4000;
else
x0=alpha m;
gs.NumTrialPoints=200;
gs.NumStageOnePoints=10;
end
ub=zeros(1,M);
lb=zeros(1,M)−2*pi;
lb(1)=0;
problem = createOptimProblem('fmincon','objective', f, 'x0', x0,...
'Aineq', [],'bineq', [], 'Aeq', [], 'beq', [], 'lb', lb, ...
'ub', ub);
[alpha m,direc opti] = run(gs,problem);
direc=direc opti*4*pi*−1;
Rx(i)=phi0;
max D nobit(i)=direc;
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end
save(['H:\MATLAB\Linear Antenna Array\Directivity\Variables\',...
'M' num2str(M) ' q' num2str(q*10)],'Rx','max D nobit')
plot(Rx,max D nobit) % Plot for Directivity
hold on
A.4.3 Directivity Linear Nobit optim.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% function to optimise %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function direc= Directivity Linear Nobit optim(alpha m,M,q,phi0 r,...
theta0)
AF=@(phi,theta) 0;
for m=1:M
x=@(phi,theta)exp(1j*(2*pi*(m−1)*q*sin(theta).*cos(phi)+...
alpha m(m)));
AF=@(phi,theta) AF(phi,theta)+x(phi,theta);
end
y=@(phi,theta) abs(AF(phi,theta)).ˆ2.*sin(theta);
den dir=integral2(y,0,2*pi,0,pi);
m=0:M−1;
direc=−1*abs(sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*exp(1j*(2*pi*m*q...
*sin(theta0)*cos(phi0 r)))))...
*abs(sum(exp(1j*alpha m).*exp(1j*(2*pi*m*q...
*sin(theta0)*cos(phi0 r)))))/den dir;
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